
  Collect Collect microbial samples in large scale from diverse microbial samples in large scale from diverse environmentsenvironments
such as marine, soil, and oilsuch as marine, soil, and oil
 - Environmental samples are collected from Japanese coastal and offshore areas as well as the Red Sea, and nucleic acid- Environmental samples are collected from Japanese coastal and offshore areas as well as the Red Sea, and nucleic acid
        is extracted directly from the microbial samplesis extracted directly from the microbial samples

 Identify Identify desired desired genes genes and metabolic pathways in microbe samplesand metabolic pathways in microbe samples
using metagenomic analysis and computational modelingusing metagenomic analysis and computational modeling
- Extracted DNA is subjected to Next Generation Sequencing- Extracted DNA is subjected to Next Generation Sequencing

 - Computational analysis of whole microbe genome and the 3D modeling of their proteins and metabolic networks is- Computational analysis of whole microbe genome and the 3D modeling of their proteins and metabolic networks is
performedperformed

- Desired genes and metabolic pathways are determined- Desired genes and metabolic pathways are determined

 Edit Edit and and insert insert desired microbial genes into the genome of a suitabledesired microbial genes into the genome of a suitable
host using genome editing technologieshost using genome editing technologies
 - A sophisticated genome editing technology (CRISPR system) is utilized to edit specific sequences of microbe genes toA sophisticated genome editing technology (CRISPR system) is utilized to edit specific sequences of microbe genes to
obtain maximum desired propertiesobtain maximum desired properties

- Using the same technology, the modified microbe genes are inserted at precise locations within the host genome- Using the same technology, the modified microbe genes are inserted at precise locations within the host genome

 Express Express desired genes in suitable host for mass production of food,desired genes in suitable host for mass production of food,
fine chemicals, and energyfine chemicals, and energy
 - - The host (such as microalgae) transformed with bacterial genes are cultured to produce mass quantities of desiredThe host (such as microalgae) transformed with bacterial genes are cultured to produce mass quantities of desired
   productsproducts
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From Environment to ProductionFrom Environment to Production
Design, Modeling, and Development of Microbial Cell FactoriesDesign, Modeling, and Development of Microbial Cell Factories

Using Metagenomic analysis, computational modeling, single cell and genome Using Metagenomic analysis, computational modeling, single cell and genome 
editing technologies, we are expressing desired microbial genes and their editing technologies, we are expressing desired microbial genes and their 
networks in suitable hosts for mass production of energy, food, and fine networks in suitable hosts for mass production of energy, food, and fine 
chemicalschemicals


